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As regards the status of women in the labor market, there are three
distinct, but related issues:

1. unequal pay for women
• When a man earns 100, a woman earns 77 in U.S. (Goldin, 2014), 78.5 in Germany, 79 

in U.K., and 83.8 on average across EU (Eurostat 2016).

2. female underrepresentation in certain sectors of the economy (e.g., finance, tech)
• 34% of employees in brokerage firms and 31% in IT are female (Glassdoor)
• 13% of U.S. inventors are female (Bell et al., 2018)

3. female underrepresentation on corporate boards
• 25% of board members in Russell 3000 firms are women (Equilar, 2021Q2)

Gender equality and firms: Some facts
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Gender pay gap in Finance

Goldman Sachs had the widest gender pay gap in 
the year to April 2020 among the companies 
surveyed by Reuters (Reuters, 2021).

A filing by the firm (Goldman Sachs)…followed 
ones by Barclays PLC, UBS Group AG and 
others, shows the financial industry is out of step 
with the broader economy as women graduate 
college at higher rates than men and make gains 
elsewhere (WSJ, 2018).

Between 2014 and 2020, at least 68 firms in U.S. 
have faced 125 shareholder resolutions to report 
on the gender pay gap many which are financial 
companies.



Gender pay gap: Finance vs. Private sector

Evidence from the U.K.:

i) The gender pay gap is 
persistently larger in the 
financial sector compared to 
the rest of the private sector.

ii) The difference in the gender 
pay gaps declines from 40% in 
1997 to 23% in 2019.



Gender pay gap: Finance vs. Private sector

Ø Gender pay gap in finance no different than in other sectors, after controlling for observables.  
But suggests that it is relatively costlier for women to work in finance than in other sectors.



What is special about Finance? 

q Characteristics (potentially ?) unfriendly to women:
ü Inflexibility
ü Risk taking 
ü Long hours 

q Bias/ Negative Stereotypes ?

q Preferences ?



Higher gender pay gap in finance (relative to 
other sectors) when…

…longer hours, less flexible work schedules



Higher gender pay gap in finance (relative to 
other sectors) when…

…no access to childcare …less positive stereotypes in the 
region towards working women



CANNOT be explained by preferences

Finance sector vs. finance tasks: 
• Even after conditioning on finance-related tasks, gender pay gap in finance is still 

higher. 



Solutions?



1. Education

Improves sorting before the worker enters the labor market:
o Women increasingly invest in human capital specific to the financial sector relative to men.



2. …improves representation in the sector

ü Increase in the post-graduation 
placement rates of women in the 
financial sector relative to men.

ü Higher representation of 
women in high-skilled 
occupations in the financial 
sector relative to men.



Consistent with decline of the gender pay gap in finance 
over time  



3. Regulation

Recent proposals focus on pay 
transparency to promote equal pay: 

ü Strong evidence these work.

UK Reform: came into force in 2017

• Employers in the U.K. with at least 250 
employees need to publish certain 
information about the differences in 
pay between men and women.

• Affecting more than 7,900 firms and 
around 11million employees (34% of 
workforce)



3. Effect of mandatory disclosure in financial sector
vs. other sectors 
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Disclosure followed by:

ü Reallocation of female 
employees towards finance

ü Higher occupational 
mobility for female 
employees in finance

ü Lower gender pay gap in 
finance

Changes following regulation for 
finance relative to other sectors…



4. Non-wage amenities

In other work, I (and co-authors) show that: 

ü U.S. firms voluntarily offer generous 
maternity leave benefits to attract and 
retain female talent in scarce supply, 
increasing firm value.

ü Earlier child care access increases new 
mothers' reallocation of careers into more 
demanding jobs, leading to higher earnings 
and productivity. Firms in traditionally 
male-dominated industries seem to benefit 
from such reallocation.



Other?




